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Automation has been playing a major role in all fields. But hotels and resorts have been following an old 

method of ordering via waiters. All the existing systems such as Zomato and applications like Swiggy are home 

ordering and delivering systems and they do not provide their services inside any hotels. This system is not a 

scalable approach. It needs a lot of human work and is expensive. We are proposing a system that reduces 

human effort using latest hardware and web technologies. We will use Raspberry Pi for creating a local 

instance which can be accessed only by customers and make the food order. The customer will be updated 

frequently regarding the estimated time to complete the order through alert messages. This system uses the 

concept of generating unique id’s to make customers access the cloud through which they can make the 

orders. By using this system, a lot of human effort can be reduced and cost of installation can also be very less. 

It can be for a long time without any problems. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Usually, information technology has been used to make routine works in business transactions, automatic. 

However, the growth of the wireless technology and the emerging of mobile devices not only provided 

enjoyment to the users but also a new way to communicate the information. In fact, the mobility and 

portability features of mobile devices have drawn researchers to establish a framework of mobile technology 

assessment in various ecommerce applications. The convergence of wireless and mobile technologies can 

facilitate unique platform for implementing business applications such as food ordering system. Without any 

information and communication technology facilities, food ordering methods require waiters to take orders 

from customers, bring orders to the kitchen and deliver the ordered menu to the customers after preparation. 

Although such methods look simple, the conventional food ordering system may significantly increase the 

work load of waiters or even prone to human errors in making note of the orders when the number of 

customers increases during peak hours. [9]A privacy-preserving mechanism for public auditing of shared data in 

cloud storage has been proposed. This boosts up the effectiveness of the verification task which is  

meant for auditing multiple tasks.  

SURVEY OF EXISTING RESEARCH 

N.A.Samsudin,S.K.A.Khalid,M.F.A.MohdKohar,Z.Sennin and Mohd Nor Ihkasan [1] discussed the design 

architecture and execution of a wireless ordering system which is customizable and which can also be used for 

ordering food with a real time feedback. They implemented this entire application using a mobile which is 
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developed instead of PDA’S in restaurants and hotels. With private login system, customers can make their 

orders individually and can see their status of order and their updates or modifications. 

 

Sun Guiling, SongQingqing [2] reviewed that in recent years, with the rapid economic development people’s 

living standards improve rapidly. Only way to improve the service standards is to obtain the victory of 

competition. Traditional hotel management process is not good enough to adapt to the fast-paced modern 

life. Therefore, the wireless self-service order management for intelligent information system come into being. 

Zigbee is a kind of wireless, sensor-network technology, which has many advantages, such as data transmission 

security, high reliability, low cost, long battery life and etc. This system using Zigbee can improve the 

management level of traditional catering enterprises, can reduce the cost of catering enterprises in financial 

accounting. 

Keyurkumar J. Patel*, Umesh Patel and Andrew Obersnel [3] describes that mobile devices become smaller, 

cheaper, better and more connected, they are changing the way people access them. The powerful 

functionality offered by mobile devices such as PDA’s has encouraged many industries to examine the benefits 

of them. Today’s PDA’s are being customized for great variety of applications. Using PDA’s for food ordering 

system can increase efficiency for restaurants and caterers by saving time, reducing human errors and by 

providing higher quality customer service. With the combination of simple design and readily available 

emerging communication technologies, we conclude that this system is an attractive learning and teaching 

solution for the hospitality industry and educators. 

Bhaskar Kumar Mishra, Bhawani Singh Choudary [4] explains that technology and automation is in 

implementation in each and every domain and in every field for different purposes but it is not implemented in 

food industry. Even now most of the restaurants and hotels are implementing the traditional system of taking 

orders using pen and paper which is time consuming process. Then came PDA’s to make some improvements 

which are not beneficiary. So, they proposed a system to overcome the disadvantages using Bluetooth and 

GSM where they install devices at the tables and it reduces cost in very effective manner and increases profits 

for owners. It reduces all human errors and they does not provide a private login system so customers cannot 

make orders individually putting data at risk. 

XU Hongzhen, TANG Bin, SONG Wenlin [5] says that current wireless system enable people to easily exchange 

information, While web services provide loosely-coupled and platform-independent ways of linking 

applications. The food ordering process in restaurants requires the coordination of simple tasks. Instruction 

mainly flows from customers to waiters then to kitchen and finally to the cashier while web services allow 

programs written in different languages on different platforms to communicate with each other in a standard 

way. In the system, we adopt four-tiered web-based client server architecture, the web server provides 

relevant information for mobile devices or desktop PCs on a wired/wireless integrated LAN using WSDL. The 

user binds the web server and the WSDL. This enables the web service to be used by customers using SOAP. 

Web services-based wireless applications on mobile devices provide a means of convenience, improving 

efficiency and accuracy for restaurants by saving time, reducing human errors etc. 

Soon Nyean Cheong , Wei Wing Chiew and Wen Jiun Yap [6] describes that various effects have been made in 

food industry to implement the automation and it’s effects like introducing PDA’s and LCD screens where 

every introduced system has some disadvantages and limitations. So they proposed this system of multi 

touchable e-restaurant tables where a menu will be shown to the users at the tables so that they can order 

then and there itself. Then the order will be transferred to the chef where he sees the customers order and 

prepares the food while cashier processes the bill. This system is also similar to the previous one and has no 

security and no individual ordering. 
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YongChai Tan, KienLoong Lee, ZhiChaoKhor, KaeVinGoh, KhimLeng Tan, BentFei Lew  [7] developed a new user 

interface automated food ordering system to improve the current food ordering system. In this system a 

computer screen will be placed at each table through which customers can make their order. Food will be 

delivered to the customers through a robot. This is expensive and becomes waste when there are no 

customers in the hotel. This system also does not provide any security in ordering, This system is not effective 

in cost wise and in security wise. 

GuHui, Shan Ming-lei, Deng Jing-xuan, WangYong, Zhu Chang-ping [8] explains that improving the quality of 

catering services is the basic needs of human progress. Compared with the traditional ordering system, the 

Touching Wireless Ordering Dishes System has many advantages. It has powerful functions and beautiful 

styles, while can just cover the area within 50sq.mts. This calls for users to put the router at the right place, so 

it is not convenient at all. Aiming at the disadvantages above, we have researched a touching wireless ordering 

dishes system based on WinCE. Terminals in hand have a large storage, high speed of data processing and 

friendly screen. We have set triple validation for data transmission between terminals and hosts, which can 

greatly improve data accuracy, avoid the phenomenon of repeating or omission of ordering. 

PROPOSED WORK 

In our future work, we proposed to have improvements to the current product by adding some new and latest 

extra features that reduces human effort in food ordering system. We proposed that data analytics which is a 

part of our project will be helpful for us to make some research on development and progress of the current 

undergoing project in implementing new seasonal dishes and special dishes for the hotel with security.The 

designed website will be a responsive website and it supports both mobile as well as systems.The modules 

that are going to present are 1.Unique id generation 2. Creation of website 3.Embedding Raspberry pi 

 The first module contains two steps namely 1.Create a login page 2.Validation of customer using OTP. 

Creation of login page contains entering a user name, email id and password which are shown in the Figure 1 

once all these details are entered user will get a otp by which the validation is completed which is shown in 

Figure 2. 

 

Figure 1 
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Figure 2 

The next module consists of creating the required web pages that include home page where all the categories 

are shown and it is shown in Figure 3, page where customer selects all the items that he needed which is 

shown in Figure 4, a chef page to receive and prepare orders and a cashier page to receive the bill. 

 

Figure 3 

 

Figure 4 

Finally, in the last module all these pages are embedded into the raspberry pi and then they are loaded 

accordingly. 
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                                                                           Figure 5.1 

Figure 5.2 

 

The above figures namely Figure5.1 and Figure5.2 shows the implementation of the project using mobile. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have presented a customizable food ordering system to customers and restaurant owners. 

With private login system, customers can view and make order and receive updates in real-time and collect 

receipts from the smartphone itself. It allows restaurant owners to manage the orders instantaneously 

whenever he or she logged into the system. We developed this using all latest technologies to make it more 

easy andcustomizable to users. With this, we introduce the system of wireless ordering system to all the users 

by removing manual server and waiters system in hotels and restaurants. 
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